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Introduction 

RTU Data Logging is a powerful feature of DATRAN VI that allows RTUs to log data, which has 
been periodically retrieved by a Base Station and over the existing communication channels. 

The time stamped logged data is captured in the DATRAN SCADA database and is then graphed 
or reported on the Base Station using DATRAN Historical Trending and DATRAN Reporting etc.   

Both Analogue and Digital Data can be logged. The Data Logging can be configured to be: 

- Interval (e.g. every 10 minutes) 
- Digital State Change (e.g. off-on) 
- Analogue changes by a dead band (e.g. 5% variation). 

RTU Data Logging is configured in DATRAN VI by adding a _Comms_Hist_Data_ node for each 
site. It cannot be configured in QTech Workbench. 

Compared to older model RTU’s, the XL4 Plus provides greater memory and allows for more 
effective Data Logging (see New Features).  In most cases an DATRAN XL4 Plus can be directly 
substituted for an DATRAN XL4. However, there are some exceptions and changes that need to 
be made in DATRAN VI to take advantage of the new features, especially where RTU Data Logging 
is concerned. 

The RTU logged data is stored in the RTU in a circular memory buffer and the oldest data is over 
written.  The logged data is not deleted when it is retrieved by the Base Station or locally using 
QTech Workbench.  RTU logged data is usually automatically retrieved, typically every hour, 
however it can be manually retrieved at any time for any starting date/time.  It can also be 
retrieved repeatedly if needed.  

For operational purposes, the RTUs are typically polled every 15 minutes to get the current values 
for display on the Graphic User Interface (GUI).  In addition, the RTU Logged Data can also be 
scheduled for retrieval (user adjustable). 

The following topics will be covered in this application note: 

- Adding a _Comms_Hist_Data_ node 
- Historical data configuration 
- New DATRAN XL4 Plus RTU Data Logging features 
- Multiple Logging 
- Retrieving RTU Logged Data 
- Case study 

Care must be taken when setting poll rates from the Base Station and one needs to keep 
the Radio Network usage into account. 
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Adding a _Comms_Hist_Data_ node 

A node can be added to an existing one (site node) by selecting the relevant node and <right-
click> on the mouse or by using <insert> on the keyboard. 

An “Insert Node” window will pop up where the required node can be selected.  In this instance, 
navigate to the “Logging” tab and <double-click> _Comms_Hist_Data_ or select the required 
node and click <OK>. 

   

 

The “Insert Node” window will pop up. 
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When selected and <OK> is clicked, the Historical Data Configuration window will be displayed. 

 

Historical Data Configuration 
Properties 

Request Rate:  (Default = 10min) 

How often the RTU is queried from DATRAN VI for more historical data. 

Request Offset:  (Default=0 ms) 

The Request Offset property allows you to stagger the queries when you have multiple data logging 
RTUs and do not wish to have all the RTUs queried at the same time. 

Request Byte Count: (Default = 200) 

Specifies the size of a data retrieval network packet. If for fast channel types such as TCP this value 
can be increased to give larger incoming packets sizes and thus quicker downloads of historical logging. 
For slower radio channels this is not recommended.  

Comms Path:  (Default = _Comms_Object_) 

Specifies the path where the associated _Comms_Object_ can be found. By default, it is assumed to 
be at the same level within DATRAN.  

Request Timeout: (Default = 5 min) 

Specifies the maximum time for a request for historical data to receiving the reply. If a reply is not 
received within this time a retry will occur. 

Interval Rate:  (Default = 10 min) 

How often the RTU logs interval data (only valid for points using interval logging).  This value does not 
apply for Datagram 2 RTU Logging and is only valid for Datagram 1 RTU Logging. 

Startup Delay:  (Default = 1min) 
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Specifies a delay from when the system starts until the first Historical Data network packet is sent. 
This is useful for reducing startup bandwidth. 

Datagram Version: (Default = 1) 

Datagram 1 is for older DATRAN RTUs (Q22, Q03, eXcel, XL4) 

Datagram 2 is for DATRAN XL4 Plus RTUs only. 

 

Request Start/Request Stop 

Date range of data to be requested.  DATRAN VI uses this parameter for the Request Rate as well as 
for Manually requesting Logged Data from an RTU. 

New DATRAN XL4 Plus RTU Data Logging Features 
IO Configuration 

Point Type:  (Default = RDI) 

Only the following IO Types can be logged: 

- RDI (Real Digital Inputs) 
- RAI (Real Analogue Inputs) 
- NDI (Notional Digital Inputs) 
- NAI (Notional Analogue Inputs) 

 

Care must be taken when data for a short period of time is requested manually. Once 
done, the ‘Request Stop’ date must be changed to a future date to ensure that the latest 

Logged Data is requested with the next scheduled ‘Request’ from DATRAN VI. 

Real/Notional Outputs cannot be logged as they are not event driven. 
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IO Configuration: (Default = None) 

For all Point Types configured, the interval logging can now be individually configured.  This 
allows for more effective RTU Data Logging. 

  

Interval:  (Default = 10 min) 

From the drop down list the minimum logging interval is 10 seconds and the maximum is up 
to 12 hours.  The interval time can be customised if the naming conventions are maintained 
i.e. 5 sec, 3 min, 4 hr, etc. 

  

If no Interval time was specified (Selection is left blank) then an “Infinite” Interval will be 
displayed.  The RTU will then log that data point at 1 sec intervals. 

Careful consideration needs to be taken when determining the Interval Logging Times as 
this will affect the period which will be available for retrieval. 
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Event:  (Default = None) 

Event logging stays essentially the same for either Datagram Version.  Digital I/O does not 
have a Raw Value Dead band as they will be either a 1 or a 0. 

Multiple Logging 

Both Event Logging and Interval Logging can be used in either Datagram Version 1 or 
Datagram Version 2.  However, it is not recommended to use both options as this will have a 
serious impact on file size. 

Maximum Number of RTU Logged Points 

The maximum number of points that can be configured for RTU logging is 35 (RDI, RAI, NDI 
and NAI combined) 

Logged Data Retrieval 

RTU Logged Data retrieval is mainly accomplished using the DATRAN VI _Comms_Hist_Data_ 
node.  DATRAN VI automatically loads the logged data to the SQL Database. 

As noted in “Historical Data Configuration”, DATRAN VI can be configured to retrieve the RTU 
Logged Data at specified intervals. 

In addition, the RTU Logged Data can be retrieved manually from DATRAN VI by <right-click> 
on the _Comms_Hist_Data_ node in DATRAN VI Browser and selecting <Request Data>. 

 

RTU Logged Data can be retrieved locally on site using QTech Workbench.  This method is only 
recommended in cases where the communication medium to the Out Station is going to be 
down for an extended period and is not the recommended method for data retrieval. 

 

Dead band must be defined in Raw Value and not Engineering Units. 

RTU Data logging cannot be configured in QTech Workbench 
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Local retrieval utilising QTech Workbench: 

• Connect to RTU on site with the USB configuration cable 

• Open QTech Workbench 

• Connect to the RTU 

• Navigate to <Data Logging> on the menu tree 

• Click on <Read Datalog> 

• Save the file to required folder 

Loading locally retrieved logged data to the SQL Database: 

Locally retrieved logged data needs to be manually loaded to the DATRAN VI SCADA SQL 
Database using the Database Import Utility Software.  This software can be downloaded from 
the QTech Website and requires a license which can be supplied on request to 
techsupport@qtech.co.nz. 

The user manual for the Database Import Utility Software is also available on the QTech 
Website. 

Case Study 

A typical site that needs to meet the Drinking Water Standards does not require 50 analogue 
values to be logged at high resolution. A PLC doing process control may have that many 
analogue parameters. However, for operation, monitoring & regulatory requirements, a 
typical scenario would be (as specified by the DWS 2008, Section 3.2) 

One-minute Logging 

- UV dose/intensity 
- UVT 
- Turbidity 
- Flow 
- Differential Pressure 

5 Minute Logging 

- Chlorine 
- pH 

 

The above may change with the new Water Regulations Act.  Please consult with the 
Regulator in this regard. 
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